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April l81b, 2012
Mr. Mario Baker
Brute Force Comnuttee
University of Toronto
Toronto ON, MSS 304

Dear Mr. Baker & Company,
Please find attached one copy of the report entitled "UW ENG Fountain Design". It documents
the design and construction process of the UW ENO Fountain.
ln friendly retaliation of the University of Toronto's sword in the stone·placed on the University
of Waterloo campus, it was decided that a prank would be conducted. After several different
options were explored, it was decided that a lal'ge concrete fountain, placed in the middle of Suds
would be the optimal course of action. The project ,;;:as
budget

.-

c~~pl~ted safely, ou time, and on

This report was written entirely by our group members and bas not received any previous
academic credit at this or any other academic institution.

Sincerely,

The Fountain Design Team
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1.0 1utroduction

(n the spirit of Engineering, the pranking war initiated by representatives from the University of
Toronto (Uoff) has been reciprocated by students at the University of Waterloo (UW). This
report details the response to UoIT's initial proposal, as well as the detailed design of UW's
retaliatory prank. Time was a key constraint of the project, due to the exam schedules and
impending graduation of several participants. Nonetheless, it :was concluded that the preparation
of the project was more interesting th.an studying for finals, and was thus completed on schedule
and within budget.
LI Background Information

Rivalry between the schools dates back many years, most notably in 1982 when UoIT stole The
Tool, UW Engineering's mascot. Waterloo's previous visit to Uoff resulted in "extensive
plumbing repairs" and has come to be regarded as poor pranking practice in recent years.
The B.rute Force Committee arrived in Waterloo on March 30 with the sword in the stone; prior
to Waterloo's End of Term Party. The statue was accompanied by a letter challenging Waterloo
students to remove the sword from the stone.
.,·

1.2 Extraction of the Sword

On the afternoon of April l st, the Holiest of Pranking Days, several members of the design team
wen: taking a coffee break from their final pro_jects when a half-hearted attempt to pull the sword
from its stony confines was made. It was noted that although the sword showed a high resistance
to vertical lift forces, it was prone to bending stresses where it connected with the concrete base.
Although the initial attempt to pluck the sword was only made in jest, the team began to t1y more
seriously to remove it Through the application of forces to the hilt of the sword in a back-andforth motion, bending stresses were applied to the sword's connection with the base, until the
metal pipe inside cracked (Figure l ). Although it was not originally intended to remove the
sword, it was decided th.at having done the deed, the team would accept the responsibilities
associated with it

Fignre l, Fracture due to bending stresses at connection between sword and base.
As such, it was decided that the concrete base of the statue be investigated fully. ·

1.3 Penetrating the Inner Sanctum
Uoff's previous sword-shenanigans with McMaster University were known to the team, so the
team chose to break into the base in case there was something inside. Preliminary taps revealed
a pleasant clunking noise that indicated a void at the centre of the block. Although this may have
been a weight-reducing measure on the part ofUotT, the base was excavated anyway, using
sledgehammers and crowbars.
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Figure 2. Successful penetration of 1:om:rete base.

The emblem on the front of the block was identified as the probable zone of maximum
weakness, and as such was targeted for demolition. V.1hen the concrete block was breached, a
bottle of beer, package ofTwinkies, and calculus textbook were revealed. Inside the textbook
was a miniature pipe wrench.
Perhaps most notably, the textbook contained a letter from Mr. Mario Baker, indicating the
desire for a healthy prank war.
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Fig11re 3. Contents of ukulus text book found within conrrete base.

1.4 Fulure Use of the Sword

lt was decided that the sword be returned to the Waterloo Engineering Society with the intention
of preserving it for future students to come. l~was noted with respect thal when UoIT visited
UW to install the sword, they brought the Tool model left behind by UW during a previous
prank. The design team was somewhat touched that UoIT kept it after all these years, and as
such Waterloo intends to keep the sword.

Seeing as the design team's adventures may have deprived other Plmnmers (please make note of
the spelling for future pranks) of the chance to take the sword and discover the treasures with in,
the team bas also planned a treasure hunt for other Water!~ studeut.s, to be completed after
successful implementation of this prank. In order to get the sword back, they must find it first.
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1.5 Scop(! ofWork
In the spirit of Engineering, it was determined that the only appropriate course of action would
be to respond to Uofr's request with a prank. The prank was performed in good faith and with
respect for the University of Toronto. The spirit of the Pranker's Code was also rellected in the
execution of this project.
Safety was a main priority, with steps taken to ensure maximum safety during construction,
installation, and during the prqject's useful lifetime. Gloves, steel-toed boots, and safety glasses
were worn during all mixing, grinding, sawing, and otherwise potentially harmful activities.
Given the heavy weight of the components used in this project, all lifts were coordinated with
multiple people in order to reduce health and safety concerns.
Furthermore, a key priorit~• of this proje<-t was to perform the prank in a non-destructive way. As
such, it was decided that the prank would consist of some sort of Campus Beautification rather
than resorting lo vandalism or destruction of property as has been done in the past. lt is also
removable/reversible. The prank should not be considered offe11sive to a reasonable person, and
it is generally regarded by the project team that this isii'Good Prank, rather than a Bad Prank.
The studem body at Waterloo was.generally impressed by the Sword and the Stone, and it is in
the same spirit that the pro,ject team has prnceeded with their prank.
2.0 Retaliation

2.1 Conceptual Desig11
Several pranking options were considered, including bringing the sword back to Toronto and
remounting it somewhere, or constructing another statue. In the Spirit of Why Not?, the design
team decided to build a fountain which would be placed on the Uofr campus. The foutth
alternative was the "Do Nothing" option. this option was aba.ndoned in light of the fact that it
would be no fun for any of the involved parties.
2.2 Site Investigation

An investigation of the site was conducted on the University of Toronto campus prior to the
finalized design issued for construction of the pro_ject. II was originally intended to place the
fountain in front of the Sanford Fleming Building. This location would provide an optimal

s

return on prank effort fairly central location on campus and is along a highly trafiicked route.
• Due to the lack of visible electrical outlets, this location was deemed infeasible.

Figure 4. Aerial view of Sanforil Fleiyiing
.... . . Building on UoIT Cam1ms (Bing Maps, 2012}.

Upon further review, the scouting team indicated that fountain placement inside U of T's
beloved campus watering hole, SUDS was ideal. Notable features of this location include an
accessible electrical outlet, a floor drain in case of leaks or spills, high visibility and access via a
service elevator.
3.0 Design Methodology

With the selection of the prank design and intended location, the preliminary design stage was
then executed. Many members on the team have a penchant for working with concrete; hence it
was chosen as the primary structural material. Neglecting preference, ·concrete shapes are
boundless; only limited by the imagination and skill of the constructors. Furthermore, concrete
allows for large compression loads, a resistance to water deterioration, and is cumbersome to
remove. The multiple mix designs used in fountain are explained in further sections and their
placement was heavily dependant on the exterior aesthetics and strength. Plywood and foam
were selected for the lbrmwork. \Vood was selected in light of its versatility and relatively low
cost. Foam was used for crafting the more complicated portions ofthe blocks.
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The "U\V ENG" statue words were finalized. Formwork was designed (see Appendix A) and
various mix designs for the concrete were examined (Appendix B).

4.0 Final Design
For the final design, it was decided that large block letters would be used to spell out '1JW
ENG". The ENG letters were wider and deeper, so as to support lhe applied loads above. _The

UW letters were made thinner so as to minimize loading on the structure below and improve

aesthetics. The bottom letters were placed in a brick trough intended to house the water from the
fountain. The two layers of tellers were separated by a secondary concrete trough, with four
small weir openings cut out of the front so as to allow the passage of water. A similar terti11ry
trough was constructed on top of the UW to collect the water. The faces of the letters were
grinded and sealed to improve the appearance of the fountain.

Figure S. Finni design of the fou11tai11.

Mix designs varied based on availability of materials and purpose of the component. The main
letters used high-early strength mi><es in order to meet the tight deadline of the project.
Plasticizers were used to improve the workability of the mix where the formwork was more
complicated. The upper trough used a lower-strength mix because it was not a main loadbearing member. In an attempt to better learn the process of crack propagation through
7

unreinfocced concrete, the upper trough was dropped on the ground repeatedly, cracking it in two
place.~ This also gave the design team the opportunity to experiment with several different

concrete 11dhe$ives, none ofwhicb. worked particularly well given the Light limeline of the
project. It is thus advised that the client be careful witll the top trough, and to especially a.void
sitting on it or anything of that manner.

A small garden pump was used to pmvide the necessary flow to operate the syslem, which is
intended to circulate continuously after being filled.
4.1 Guidelines for Safe Pu mp Use
It should be noted that there are specific operating guidelines for the pump used by this project.

Most notably, the fluids passed through the pump are restricted to water. Much to the designer-s'
chagrin, the pump is not intended to process beer or chocolate. Were either of lhese viable
options, they would have been implemented for the enjoyment of the client. Use of beer in the
pump may result in failure.
There are also several safety concerns - d to the operation of the fountain. The end of the
electrical cord used to power the pump•)t)&/t \,e kept awa/from any water, lest the user risk
. .·

electrocution. There is also tb.e threat of drowning in ttie fountain, although it must be noted that
the user would need to be pretty dumb for that to happen.
5.0 Construction Pia•

Construction took place over a period of eight days. FomtWork was built, then lhe letters were

poured. The troughs were then poured with slight modifications to the mix, due to material
shortages. Formwork was removed and the faces filed and g,rinded smooth. The pre-cast
components were then assembled on site and grouted together to improve overall suuclural
stability and reduce safety risks to the client.

6.0 Conchuions
The final design is wi thin the Spirit ofEugineering, the Spirit of the Pranker' s Code, and the
Spirit of Why Not?. Five large pre-cast concrete blocks were assembled on site as a fountain in
the interei.-is of engaging in a healthy prankiDg war wilb the Univ~ ity of Toronto
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7.0 Reco_mmend11tions

There are several recommendations regarding the future of the fountain. The team maintains no
liability for misuse oftbe fountain. This includes but is not limited to sitting on it, st.anding on it,
hllving sex on it, etc. Also, there are no internal compartments in the fountain, so don't bother
looking for any.

Jt is hoped that the client enjoys their statue as much as the design team enjoyed building it.
Waterloo eagerly awaits Toronto' s response.
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Appendix A - Design Drawings
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Ap11endix B - Concrete Mix Design
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